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Jenny’s Apple Core Project

How to make a fabric apple core
1. Use the templates above to cut two of the 

top and bottom shapes from patterned fabric.

2. Cut six side shapes from a plain fabric. 

Calico has a nice texture for this.

3. Start sewing the core together by 

stitching one of the side pieces to the top. 

Match the curves (right sides together) and 

stitch using a 3mm seam allowance. Work 

around the top shape until you have attached 

all six side strips.

4. Attach all the side strips to the bottom 

of the core in the same way. You’ll now have 

rather a strange looking object, a bit like 

a mini fabric Chinese lantern. Don’t worry, 

this is fine! Stitch each of the adjacent 

side strips to each other – again right 

sides together. Keep going until you come to 

the last one. Stitch half way along the seam 

and stop to leave a gap for stuffing.

5. Snip little slits all along your seam 

allowances, being careful not to cut into 

your stitches. Turn right sides out and fill 

your apple core with toy stuffing. Keep 

pushing in extra wisps of stuffing until the 

core is very firmly stuffed.

6. Thread your needle with brown embroidery 

thread and secure your thread at the base of 

the apple. Thread on a small brown button 

and push the needle back into the apple. 

Bring the needle out again at the 

top of the apple. You’ll probably have to 

squish your apple a little to get the point 

to pop out but this is fine as the apple can 

easily be plumped back into shape. Pull your 

thread as taught as you can and push the 

needle back into the apple and wiggle it 

through the stuffing until you can bring it 

out of the button holes at the bottom. Again 

pull really tight. Keep passing the needle 

through the apple and pulling until the 

button is secure. This will form a dimple in 

both the top and bottom of the apple core to 

give it its proper shape. Secure your thread 

but leave a nice long end ready to attach 

the stalk and leaf. You might find that your 

apple core leans to one side when you pull 

the thread tight. I quite like this effect 

but just tweak until your core is as 

straight or irregular as you fancy.

7. Roll up a small rectangle of brown felt 

to make a stalk. Make little stitches to 

secure the end, then attach to the top of 

the apple core. Snip a pointed oval from the 

green felt to make a leaf and attach 

alongside the stalk.

8. Finish by adding the pips! Use brown 

embroidery thread to add a couple of lazy 

daisy stitches to each side of the core. 

Voilà, one eaten apple!

For Mollie Makes I designed a whole apple, a mini apple & 
one with a slice taken out – so an apple core is the only 
thing missing from the set! Have fun with this bonus 
project. I’d love to see your version... 

You will need
❊ Scraps of patterned fabric

❊ Pale, plain fabric

❊ Matching threads

❊ Small brown button

❊  Brown & green felt for  

the leaf & stalk

❊  Brown embroidery  

thread (for the pips!)

❊ Toy stuffing
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